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COMPANY DATA
DBE CERTIFIED
SDVOSB Certified with CVE  
Eligible for Sole Source Orders
NAICS: 541519, 541512, 561690
DUNS: 081232740 | CAGE: 83VG2
Chamber Members in Fort Lauderdale, FL 
and Plantation, FL

CORE COMPETENCIES
DIFFERENTIATIORSSTAAR TECH provides 24/7/365 technology management, security, 

staffing, and support services, using the most advanced Nexgen tools to 
help businesses focus on their clients. 
We service clients in various industries, including government, tourism, 
healthcare, dental, construction, and industrial. Our consultants can 
mobilize the right people, skills, and technology to help organizations achieve 
their strategic milestones.

a�STAAR TECH has a strong and successful performance  
record with DIA and the U.S. Army providing Cybersecurity 
and leveraging technology to enhance network performance 
and customer support.
a�STAAR TECH has been at the forefront of establishing  

and maintaining secure & non-secure communications,  
increasing connectivity network reliability and achieving 
success. Our engineers remain intent on developing  
methods that improve government health and systems  
that increase business efficiency.
a�STAAR TECH has over 25 years of consulting experience 

providing Information Technology (IT), management, cloud 
computing, data science, engineering, and intelligence 
analysis services. Emphasizing our technology and business 
process knowledge we are able to better leverage our 
experience to serve our clients.

Technical And Professional Qualifications
aProject Management Professional | Fortinet Certifications
a�CompTia Security +, Network +, A+, Inside/Outside Plant, 

Microsoft Systems, Apple OS, M365

PAST PERFORMANCES
SMILE PRACTICE FAMILY DENTISTRY
Installed, repaired, updated, and provided computer, network, and  
cybersecurity and healthcare technology services in a HIPPA compliant 
environment using dedicated servers, VoIP, and systems minimizing  
upfront business costs.

DOD/DIA PENTAGON
Provided daily consultant cybersecurity and 
analytical services to key decision makers  
across multiple classified platforms & systems.

2ID/ 2CAB, USAG HUMPHREYS 
Successfully managed IT and data,  
and network.

CAPABILITY STATEMENT

staar.techstaar.techstaar.tech

Providing reliable, consistent, responsive 
technology solutions and support to 
growth-oriented businesses.

We take care of your technology, 
so you can focus on your clients.

aWORRY-FREE IT MANAGEMENT
aON-SITE & REMOTE SUPPORT
aSECURITY ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

aCYBERSECURITY
aDATA BACKUP
aIT STAFFING 
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